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1 Introduction
Let (M, g) be a compact Hermitian surface with an orintation induced by the
complex structure of M, and P a principal bundle over M with structure group
SU(n). Then a canonical representation p of SU(n) induces a smooth complex
vector bundle E = PxpC. A necessary and sufficient condition for a SU(n)-
connection D on E to be an anti-self-dualconnection is that the curvature of D is
a differential2-form of type (1,1), and is orthogonal to the fundamental form >
of (M, g). Hence, a holomorphic structure is induced on E and hence on End0!?
(the subbundle of EndE consisting of endomorphisms with trace 0) by an anti-
self-dual connection D. Itoh ([4]) showed that the moduli space of anti-self-dual
connections over Kahler surfaces is a complex manifold. We will extend this
result over Kahler surfaces to over Hermitian surfaces, which are not necessarily
Kahlerian.
Let KM be a canonical line bundle over M. We define HD =
Hp(M-/>>(End0ERKM) as the space of holomorphic sections, where End0!? is
endowed with the holomorphic structure induced from the irreducible anti-self-
dual connection D. We denote by .///the moduli space of irreducible anti-self-
dual connections (the quotient space of irreducible anti-self-dual connections by
the gauge transformation group SU(E)), and set .///0 as follows: ,4(Q=
{[D] e ,4iHn = (0)}. Then we obtain the following
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact Hermitian surface.If ,///0is not empty,
then -///0is a complex manifold.
We can make Hn vanish under a certaincondition.On a Hermitian manifold
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(M, g), Scal(g) denotes the scalar curvature of the Hermitian connection with
respectto s. Then we have thefollowing vanishingtheorem.
Proposition 1. Let (M, g) be a compact Hermitian surface with
fundamental form >which satisfies ddR = 0. If j Scal(g)<iv> 0, then HD = (0).
With thisproposition, Theorem 1 implies the following
THEOREM 2. Let (M, g) be a compact Hermitian surface which satisfiesthe
same conditionas proposition1. If ,//fis not empty, then >///is a complex
manifold.
2. Two moduli spaces
In thissection we will recall the moduli spaces of anti-self-dual connections
and holomorphic semi-connections following [1],[4], and [5].
Let (M, g) be a compact oriented Hermitian surface with fundamental form
^ =
4-l^gapdza
/＼dz$. We will denote by Ap(resp. Ap'q) the space of real
valued smooth /?-forms (resp. (p,q)-fotms) on M. Then we have the decompo-
sitionof the space of 2-forms,
A2(g>C = A2-°0Au0A0-2. (2.1)
The fundamental form >decomposes A1-1further:
A"=A#@(Akl)x, (2.2)
where
Atf={f<l>:feC-(M;C)}, (2.3)
wr = {＼ = I,＼a/zaA-zP:J,g^Wa-p=O}
(A1^1)1is the space of all primitive (l,l)-forms in (M, g). We put
Al=(A2'°+A^+A°'2)nA2,
and
A2_=(Akl)xnA2.
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
Then A2(resp. I Al) is the self-dual part (resp. the anti-self-dual part) of A2
([1]). Then projection from A2 onto A2 is denoted by p+.
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Let P be a principal bundle over M with structure group SU(n). Then the
canonical representation p of SU(n) induces a smooth complex vector bundle
E = Pxp C". We denote by h and 0), the Hermitian structure and the n-form on E
defined by the S£/(≪)-structureof P, respectively. Let GL{E) denote the group of
C°°-bundle automorphisms of E (inducing the identity transformations on the base
manifold M). Let SL(E) (resp. SU(E)) denote the subgroup of GL{E) consisting
of bundle automorphisms of E (resp. unitary automorphisms of (E, h)) with
determinant 1. They are called the gauge transformation groups of E. Let End0
(resp. End0 (E, h)) the subbundle of the endomorphism bundle EndE consisting
of endomorphisms (resp. skew-Hermitian endomorphisms) with trace 0. End0 (E,
h) is the real subbundle of End0 is and we have
End°£ = End0 (E, h) 9 V^End0 (E, h) (2.7)
For ＼ff= y/0+ 4-lW＼
>Wo ~
V-Ty,≫ we denote the complex conjugate by y/, which
is defined by y7 = y/0 - 4~lWi
■
An 5'C/(n)-connection D in (E, h) is a connection in E preserving h and ft),
i.e.,a homomorphism D: A°(E)^> Al(E) over C such that
D{fo) = odf + f .Do for f e A°,o e A°(E),
Dh = 0,
Dm = 0. (2.8)
The set of SL/(w)-connections has an affine structure. Namely, it is given by
{D + v:veA1 (End0(E,h))} for a fixed S£/(≪)-connectionD. We can extend an
S£/(≪)-connectionD to a connection in End0 (E, h). We call D irreducible when
the kernel of D: A0(End0(E,h))-> A1(End0(E,h)) is trivial.An S£/(n)-connection
D is called anti-self-dual,if the curvature form R(D) belongs to Al(End°(E,h),
namely p+R(D) = 0. Let Asd be the set of all anti-self-dual5l/(≪)-connections in
(E, h). The gauge transformation group SU(E) acts on the space of SU(n)-
connections and leaves Asd invariant. Thus we obtain the moduli space
Asd/SU(E) of anti-self-dual 5'f/(n)-connection in (E, h).
A semi-connection D" in E is a linear map D" :A°(E) ―>A°*l(E) satisfying
D"(fa) = D"fo + fD"o fora e A0 (E),feC°°(M;C). Moreover we assume that
D" preserves the n-form 0), i.e.; D"Q) = 0. The set of semi-connections has an
(complex) affine space. Namely, it is given by {D" + v : V e A0>1(End°£1)}for a
fixed semi-connection D". We can extend D" to a semi-connection in End°£＼
We call D" simple when the kernel of D": A°(End°£)->A°-1(End0£)is trivial.
A semi-connection D" which satisfies D" °D" = 0 defines a unique holomorphic
structure on E. We call such a semi-connection holomorphic. Let Hoi be the set
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of all holomorphic semi-connections in E. The gauge transformation group SL(E)
acts on the space of semi-connections and leaves Hoi invariant. Thus we obtain
the moduli space Hol/SL(E) of holomorphic semi-connections in E.
Let D be an 5C/(n)-connection in (E, h). Set D = D' + D" where
D':A°(E)-^A°'l(E). Then D" is a semi-connection in E. This natural map
D *->D" is a bijective map of the set of S£/(n)-connections onto the set of semi-
connections. If D is anti-self-dual, D" is holomorphic. In fact the (0,2)-
component of i?(D) = D"oD". Thus we obtain a natural map f:Asd/SU(E)
-> Hoi/5L(£). It is known that/ is an injective map (cf. [5, p.243]). Moreover
we have
LEMMA 1. If an anti-self-dual connection D is irreducible, then D" is
simple.
Proof) Suppose $ e A0 (End0 E) be a holomorphic section of End0!?. Then
D"(j) = 0. By the vanishing theorem of the holomorphic sections ([5]), we obtain
D0 = O. By the assumption that D is an irreducible connection, we conclude
0 = 0.
In order to consider infinitesimal deformations, we introduce two complexes
(2.9), (2.10), and their cohomology groups. For De Asd set
0-* A0 (End0 (E,h))^> A1 (End0 (E,h))^Al(End°(E,h))->0 (2.9)
where D+ - p+ °D. Their cohomology groups are denoted by H£(p = 0,1,2). For
D" e Hoi, we consider the Dolbeault complex
0 -≫A0'°(End°£:)^ A°<1(End0 E)^> A°-2(End°£) -≫0 (2.10)
and their cohomology groups are denoted by H°^(p = 0,1,2).. We set
,//<;= {[D] £ Asd / SU(E): D is irreducible and H2D vanishes} (2.11)
Then it is known that .4^ is a smooth manifold, and its tangent space at [D] is
naturally isomorphic to HlD. We set
,#; = {[D"] e Hoi / SU(E): D" is simple and H°* vanishes} (2.12)
Similarly it is known that ,WQ is a complex manifold and its tangent space at [£>"]
is naturally isomorphic to H%1.
Now we consider the following natural homomorphism between two
complexes (2.9), (2.10) for an irreducible anti-self-dual S£/(≪)-connection D and
its corresponding holomorphic semi-connection D:
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0 -> A0(End0(E,h)) ^ A1(End0(E,h)) % A2(End0 (£,&)) -> 0
0 -≫ A°'0(End°JE)^ A°'1(End°£)^ A°'2(End°£) -≫ 0
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where
h0 :inclusion
&,:≪―> a0-1
/z2:a ―>a0-2
and a°'prepresents the (0, /?)-component of (X. Itoh showed that h induces an
isomorphism of HPD onto H^H{p = 0,1,2) when (M, g) is a Kahler surface. We
can extend thisresult to the case of a Hermitian surface. Its proof will be given
in section 3. Therefore we have /(.//^)c: J^ for the natural map/. Moreover it
is known that/is a differentiable map. Since we can regard the differential /+
of/at [D] as /z,,/isa diffeomorphisms of ,4^ into <W0.
Thus it has been shown
that ,/Mq is a complex manifold. We note that H*$ is isomorphic to
HD=H°(M,0(End°ERKM)) by the Serre duality. Hence our Theorem 2 has
been proved.
3. Isomorphisms between cohomology groups //£and H%Z
In thissection, we prove that for an irreducible anti-self-dual connection the
cohomology groups HPD are isomorphic to H^'f(p = 0,1,2) in the diagram (2.13).
We firstbegin with the preparation for the proof. On a Hermitian surface
(M, g), we define differential 1-forms 9 = -d*Or] = 0oJ, and (l,0)-form
<p= 77+ V-10. Here / is the complex structure of (M, g). Then we obtain
following formulas by direct calculation.
Lemma 2. For the operatorsacting on Ap(End°E), the following formulas
hnU-
D'* = -4-＼{D"A - AD") +
＼(P~
2)iW) £((p)A (3.1)
(3.2)
2
D≫* =^l(D'A-AD') + l(p-2)i≪p)-lEl £((p)A
Itis known that thereis a unique Hermitian metric up to the homothetry such that
Consequently we have
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d*7]= 0 in the conformal class of the given Hermitian metric ([3]). Moreover the
anti-self-dualityis preserved by a conformal change of the metric. Therefore we
may assume that J*rj = 0 on the given Hermitian surface. Define a mapping
(I: A°(End°£)-≫A0(End°£) by <f = -V^AD'D". Then we have
Lemma 3. On A°(End°£)
(£
where AD = D*D.
Proof) In fact
= i(AD+*(rj)D),
AD D*D = (D'* + D"* ){D' + D")
= D'*ry + D"*D"
Using equations(3.1)and (3.2),we see that
jy*jy + D"*D" = V^AD'D' - ＼i{(5)D'- V^IAD'D" - )-i{w)D"
(3.3)
(3.4)
= 4^HD'D"-D"D')-i(i})D. (3.5)
Since D is an anti-self-duaSconnection, for ＼j/e A°(End°£'),we have
k(D'D" + D"D')V = AR(D)(yf)
= A(R(D)oy/-y/oR(D))
= (AR(D))yf-yf(AR(D))
= 0. (3.6)
It follows that
AD = -27^1AD'D" - i(i])D. (3.7)
Then we obtain (3.3).
From Lemma 3 we see that C/'(A°(End0E,h))cz A0 (End0E,h)). Let c/>*be the
formal adjoint operator of cf.For <f),＼jfe A0(End0(E,h)),
m,w)M={＼ AD<l)+
b(ri)D<t>,＼)
^ J M
^ J M
(3.8)
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^=i(AD + D*e(7])).
By the direct calculation on A0(End0 (E,h)), we have
D*£(rf)= £(d*ri)-i(ri)D
= -i(7])D.
Consequently, we obtain
& =
＼
(AD- i(T])D).
LEMMA 4. On A0(End0(E,h)), we have
ker^ = kertf* = kerD
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(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
Proof) It is clear that kerDcker</＼ and ker Dcker !/;* by (3.3), (3.11)
Conversely suppose that ^ = 0, for (/>e A0(End0 (E,h)). Then
O+I
J M
±(DhDQ)M + ^(i(i1)D(t>,(j>)M (3.13)
Using (3.10), we see that
(i(f])DQ,<l>)M=(<l>,D*£(Ti)(l))M
= -(0,i(J?)Z)0)J#
= -(i{7])D^)M. (3.14)
Then
(i(i7)D0,^=O, (3.15)
From (3.13) it follows that D0 = O. Noting that 7＼A0 (End0 (E,h)))
c A0 (End0 (£,&)), we obtain
kerr/ckerD (3.16)
Owing to (3.11), we obtain ker^* c kerD similarly.
THEOREM 3. Let D he an irreducible anti-self-dual SU{n)-connection. Then
the homomorphisms of the cohomology groups hp: //£―≫H^f(p = 0,1,2) induced
from the diagram (2.13) are isomorphisms.
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Proof)
V
By Lemma 1, we have H° -> H°-°= 0. Therefore it is trivial that h0 is
isomorphic.
First we show the injectivity of hx. Suppose [ale//1 and hl([a]) = 0. That is
a g A1(End0 (E,h)) satisfies D+a = 0 and there exists <pe A0(End0E) such that
/*,(≪)= a0'1= D"0. Since D+a = Q, A(D"D'0+ D'D"0) = O. We set 0 =
0O + V3!^ and 0 = ^a/3!^ for 0O,0, e A0(End0(£,/*)).Then
0 = A(D"D'0o - 4-iD"D'${ + D'D"(j)o+ 4^lD'D"(j)x)
= A(D"D'(j)0 + D'D"(f)0)- V^TAtD"/)'^ -D'D"<px) (3.17)
Since D is an anti-self-dualconnection,
K(D"D' + D"D')</>0= (AR(D))<j)0 =0, (3.18)
and
-4-[K(D'D" - D"/)')^ = 2 r/% . (3.19)
Therefore we have 2^0, =0. Together with Lemma 4, the irreducibility of D
implies 0, = 0. Consequently
a = a1-0 + a°-x = D'</>0 + D"0O = D(j)0
and then [a] = 0 in Hi. It is shown that h, is injective.
(3.20)
Next, in order to prove the surjectivity of ＼ , given (5 e A°'l(End°E) satisfying
D"(3 = 0 , we will find [a] e H]D such that /*,([≪])= [j3] in H°Di.To do so, we put
a = p + D'ij7 + (3+ D"y/e A1 (End0(E,h)). The equation D,a = 0 means
and
where y/
D"a0-1 = D"(jl + D"y/) = 0
A(D"al'° + D'a°-l) = A(D"p + D"D'＼J/ + D'(3 + D'D"y/)
= A(D"p + D'P + 2^AD/D"y/l = 0
= Wn+ V-l"W＼
■
Therefore we have
(3.21)
(3.22)
2 9>, = A(D"0 + D'(3) (3.23)
By Lemma 4 and the irreducibilityof D, the kernel of c/*is trivial.Then we can
find y/, which satisfies the equation (3.23). Taking w0 suitably, we obtain
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aeA＼End°E,h)) satisfying hl([a]) = [p].
h-
It is clear that h2 is surjective. So we show the injectivity. Let y/ be an element
of Al(End0(E,h)). We decompose y/ as follows: y/ = y/2-0 +(l/2)O A<p + y/0'2 for
0 g A0(End0(£,/*)). Suppose h2([＼f/])= 0. That is, there exists a j3e A^'CEnd0^)
such that h2(y/) = y/0'2=D"fi. We will find aeA1 (End0(E,h)) such that
yf = D+a. To do so, we put a = P + D'y + (5 + D"y for some y e A°(End°E).
Then we have
y/ = D+a
= D'()3 + D'f) +
^
>a A{D"(^ + D'y) + D'(p + D"/)} + D"(f3 + D"y)
(3.24)
We set y = Y0+4Zirl for yo,yx e A0(End0E,h)). Then
(j)= A(D"p + D"D'y + D'p + D'D"y)
= A(D"p + D'l3) + 2AD'D"yv (3.25)
Therefore we have
2 cfyl = A(D"p + D'j3) - 0. (3.26)
The solution /, of (3.26) exists since D is irreducible and ker r/* = {0}. We have
found a satisfying y/ = D+a.
4. Vanishing of HD
In this section, we will prove Proposition 1 in the introduction. First we recall
the results obtained by Gauduchon in [2]. Let (M, g) be an w-dimensional
compact Hermitian manifold with ddRm~l = 0. Let L be a holomorphic line
bundle over (M, g), and h be its Hermitian structure. We denote by k the mean
curvature of (L, h). We use the notation "mean curvature" following Kobayashi
[5, p. 51] and it is called the Ricci-scalar in Gauduchon [2]. Then the following
holds ([2]):
1. I k dv is independent of the Hermitian structure h.
2. There exists a unique Heraiitian structure h0 on L (up to the homothety)
such thatits mean curvature k0 is constant.
In particular,applying the above results to the canonical line bundle KM , we
obtain the Hermitian structure with constant mean curvature k0. We note that
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kQVol(M,g) = -＼ §cal(g)dv, where Scal(g) denotes the scalar curvature of the
Hermitian connection with respect to g.
Now we return to the proof of Proposition 1. The C°°-Hermitian vector
bundle (E, h) has a holomorphic structure defined by the anti-self-dual SU(n)-
connection D. D is the Hermitian connection of (E, h) with respect to this
holomorphic structure and it has mean curvature 0 and so for Endo£＼ Together
with the former, it implies that the tensor product F = End0ERKM admits a
Hermitian structure with mean curvature k0IL. If ko<O, by the vanishing
theorem of the holomorphic sections ([5, pp. 49-53]), End0.!?R^ admits no
nonzero holomorphic sections.Further, if k0 = 0 , then every holomorphic section
is parallel. Let/ be a nonzero holomorphic section section of End°ER KM. For
each point x on M, consider the eigenspace of the homomorphism fx. These
eigenspaces define a parallel subbundle of E. This contracts that D is an
irreducible connection. Consequently, even if k0 =0,End°£1R KM has no nonzero
holomorphic sections.
Remark: Let (M, g) be a compact anti-self-dual Hermitian surface (i.e.,its
Weyl conformal curvature tensor W belongs to A*) with dd ≫= 0 . Then we have
[ Scal(g)Jt>>0 and the equality holds if and only if (M, g) is Kahlerian (cf
Boyer [6])
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